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The origin of. this ■ Conf ererice-;-Ties' in-the preliminary "mission

in 1963-on'Industrial Coordination in East Africa,- which, was: foll-owe'cC.
by a decision taken by the East 'African'countries during the' Si^t'h .' .

Session to hold a meeting .'on-Economic Coordination in''Lusaka. !Ttiis'

decision, was-Confirmed at/the Seventh Session': Meanwhile "work waV

put in hand in 1964./. .The Seventh'Session-also"decided that'"similar' "
meetings vshould be-'held .in each>'6'f-.the other three sub-regibris and .

these-.will.be- convened in Leopoldville; -Tangier and Niamey in February,

April and :May,-respectix4ly?:of -next year. :" • ■ : ] \ .'

The agenda before the meeting, Document E/CN.I4/LU/ECOP.l/Rev.1
falls into thrle.e'subs tant ive parts':'; Section I puts forward proposals/.,.^

for the. organization--and-modus operandi of'ihter-governmeritai machinery^"'

for sub-regional ".cooperations Section-'II deals with industry;' and '-''.'/]
Section- I-II..with, .other/- elements of economic'cooperation.''

I suggest that the present meeting should concentrate on Sections ■

I and II...and.for- this, purpose you may find if convenient;:to set.up. two-.

Committees of the Whole.- The'first of-■ these wouid exami'he^the agenda

items in.Sections.:I and III, and-vthe second the agenda" items in Section""

II. ...This-.arrangement might alsb be "corivenient since the: first Committee,

would be,the precursor,/on the basis of "the machinery'.the1-secretariat
proposes, ,a3,.:.I...shal-l-..--butiine later,' of-the Council of''Ministers arid .of .'
the First, Thiri, and--Fourth Committees, and the second";-'the:' precursor .'
of the Second-.Qommi'ttee. ■■■ It might al'so be useful ifvthe first Committee
were to set-,up- a:.sub-committee of planners. This would give effect."to.

Resolution 145'.adopted;- at' the' Seventh Se'ssion. ■ . "'."

■The. decision to., set up inter-governme'rital instittitio'ns. to organize

economic .cooperation ins" each, of the four'; sub-regions 'in'Africa"is based-,
on a number, of ---considerations, which-' are well known'to^'you'. ' I will \"

refer only to the most immediately'relevant--ones. African countries
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have consistently held :^e. view that the desired economic future of
this continent can .be ..assured only if the limitations to economic
opportunity Imposed by the political boundaries which we have inheri
ted from .history can-Ore-overcome by coordinating the development
processes of the individual states. Africa can aspire to the highest *
levels of economic and social progress if the resources-of.the . ■ -
different parts can be pooled and used in ^'cooperative^f'fort-in^ '' ■' <J
development. ■■■■■■ - .. ■■■ ■■.:■'.:.■Vi L-l-L" j-, -■..■;. V

In working towards this goal it^has become obvious" i-naif we must' "
move in stages. The first is to bring together the economies of
neighbouring countries in the different np-Hi-r-ni ■rnvnoc ~-p +i,« j.-

, . -. ui^\-. >j—t-x^j-TziLi, iici\ju_t cij. iiones 01 xiie continsnt

and-install at the most advantageous points within each zone multi
national enterprises to supply the ■■ countries with commodities and

;w«i 6S iChkst£mdiriS iniividuallx,. they could not provide for
themselves In the light of the physical and economic facts, it

?«,iirre«+Ki u ty groupin^ the"-' continent into fo"ur sub-regions we
could establish economic units .of-manageable-and-efficient size in
a lar,ge number of countries, though not in all.

Thr .coyn^i.es which..belong to .each,sub^region-haveV:to'--learn tov
coordinate their, economic p_olicies;,and devel.opmentOactivities. ■-They ' ■"
nave to get .together to agree :qn. a-number, of-projects which will1---"- ' "-"■■

to°create K°^'SS|-f -tha s^-regipn'.aa;a whole-t ."..-And they have ■ -h"" v"
of thpL'W'-ii'^^10^^1^ t-oa-ss^re :the-scheduled implementation '*■'■'■'■ -'
ot these |Pro0ects,: The, arrangements; MtwSen•,the C6untfie.s of ea'ch -
sub-region must ..ensure that ;as-,far asi-.possible^ the pattern of- deve-'-;:" -•

-i^ ilo. u J_ oU ~t 6 CL D"V Tnp f*'^ii>rt*T'"i o o *-a-T* -+ V* ^. »-»^^ ■ ^ - _x_ i ■ ' '...■■

Gffip'ipy>^'4iaviri ;fl ■''" *"' 4.-L" ' ~'-:' ' ■ aica ^-^ Lint? inoiDij econoniicElj

ment of 'natural "^r^0 °^ ^ fi-si^ned given-Jthe-.-sub-re-gibn1 s ehdbW^"-
made c '"t 1 urces and the appropriate creation of skills, man-

to ensSI'^a^+ilvJKe^^^!^f' 'f^ lBff:;ihlP°ri^^ they have ..
Lfc:.-: Sf- Progress benefits alii the-1 countries nf +Vip ■ ■

^o.:^;.agr.eed pa.ttern, and -that"the" prospects for"

3f each; country_-:?re substantially enhanced- by" ";' -■■■"'-
n sub-regional .arrangements beyond'what they 'would be '■ - ;:
of such cooperation.

^.cooperation in e.conomife- development is -:

for .the. ..African countries. - In fact1-'all over

^i a number- o£::independent sovereign

and unexpected problems and "opportunities .in- a constant e?reS
Nobody can provide ready-made answers once and for all to guide the
whole process to its close. What. we have - to do is to set S■'

ZllrtlVTn^^-tlK' ^™*3 °» regular^."nB^tS
interests^nd ™t deolslP'*as-e* °« their enlightened national
interests and on the spirit -of.African; solidarity.-- ■■- ■
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. . The decisions that have to "be made to govern the long-term deve-

. lopment of the countries of the-sub-region are decisions involving the

most intimate functions of each government. The future of the people

to whom each government is responsible is bound up with these decisions.

Therefore the governments need to know" clearly what their respective

. . obligations, opportunities and rights will be under this- cooperative

ii " ' arrangement. ■ At:-the same time, since' inter-governmental cooperation

- for.economic development is schew, each government will--want, to''

, preserve, enough-scope for the exercise" of its own national responsibi-

''■'• lity in .-this most-important field. The suggestions.made in document
E/CN.14/LU/ECOP.8 for inter-governmental institutions to be set up in
the East African -countries attempt' to reflect the wishes of the countries

of the sub-region,', so- far as the 'Secretariat has been able to ascertain

them concerning'the major principles which should govern economic co

-operation between them. This meeting is invited to agree on a final

.■'"set of .principle^.;" ■ It is suggested that following such agreement,
arrangements be made to translate these principles into .a formal

Treaty between the countries of East Africa under which will be' set

up an Economic Community for East Africa.

. . -.. The recommendation of the Secretariat of the ECA is that this

Treaty should provide for an inter-governmental consultative body

Composed of ..ministers, supported by four principal technical organs

to deal with-the most immediately important aspects"of joint action.

It is'suggested that a Council of Ministers be set up charged with the

responsibility for administering the Treaty and.for reaching-final

agreements on all specific proposals for .cooperative development.'-'-■'■

It'is further suggested that this Council "of Ministers be advised'on
matters of general policy by an Economic Committee consisting, of ' ■

.senior planning officials from the countries of the sub-region.- This

Committee should also prepare the negotiations under the Council of-

Ministers and between it and governments and other bodies, and'for the

present deal with all aspects of economic cooperation which are not

remitted to .special committees. It is further suggested that specialist

technical, organs be set up to deal -in particular with Industry, Trans

port .and Communications, and Trade - the three areas in which, on the-

'nasis of the studies so far carried out, the countries of the, sub-

region can most likely proceed in the near future to concrete decisions
and actions.

In .the field of industry, the documents to be discussed at the

present conference provide the basis for the East African, countries to

proceed immediately to the drawing up of technical blue-prints for

the setting up of a number of major basic industries to serve'the

whole sub-region or various groups of states which form convenient

markets for a single plant. Let me emphasize, however, that industrial

development in the sub-region should be as much concerned with the

promotion of viable small- and medium-scale industries as with the

setting up of large-scale industries. The major part of the benefit,

especially to the smaller countries, of'membership in such.institutions

should.be/that the creation of a'new large market area such-ks the one

that would-be■embraced by the-;East African Economic Community, with
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nearly 70 million inhabitants, adds increased strength to arid hence

opportunities for national industrial development-.'•■■ ■

■■:' Economic.'cooperation in the East African sub-region will be'

•■'strengthened'insofar as goods, capital, and management can move freely

between the "countries of the. area together with greater mobility of ^

labour'. There already exist transport networks covering the countries

of the former" British East Africa and of., the' former Federation of ,

Rhodesia and Nyasaland, These existing systems must be linked up, V

and the other countries "of the sub-region must be connected to_; them

■to form part of" the infrastructure of a truly sub-regional economy.

Mo'dern means of " telecommunications must also "be installed-between"

the1 Member'countries of' the Community to facilitate their" trade and

industry. :" The proposed .Committee on Transport and Communications can

proceed immediately to decide on, and;jointly promote the implementation

of a "number of'obvious links that are.already required to serve the.

existing complex of trade.and;.production in the sub-region. As"the

pattern of the location of new. ..industrial and agricultural development

is further defined through sub-regional agreements, new transport

links and additions to the. existing, network will have to b'e constructed.

If is'of' the" utmost importance that progress "in the development of a

transport network keep 'sufficiently ahead of■the development of agri

culture and- industry so'that a- smooth process of economic expansion

^be achieved in the sub-region.

-■ The reality of.the existence of the Economic Community of East.

Africa should'also be .signified by the intimacy of the- trade relations

that-grow up between the countries of the sub-region.- :The new enter

prises in agriculture, industry, power, transport and'telecommunications

.which 'are set' up as a result of inter-governmental agreements should be

assured of economic viability through suitable trading agreements which

■permit these enterprises to .take.full advantage of mutual exchange .of

goods and services within the sub-regional■market. It is therefore

:suggested'that the'countries of the sub-region proceed- in the near

:future-to an agreement on the basic principles of the trading .regime

that'-will-'subsist between them as the essential and central institution

of the Economic Community. ■ ■ ■ "'. " '

Let me emphasise, however, that the responsibility for setting up

and running inter-governmental institutions to promote the development

of the sub-region belongs to.' the East African governments themselves.

The ECA and other United'Nations agencies will help the governments to

achieve whatever concrete tasks or general objectives they agree on..

But the negotiations needed to define, and agree on," these tasks as'"",

well as the efforts required to secure their implementation should

clearly be understood to be the responsibility of the governments "

themselves. ■ " .. ' ■ -

.".It is neither feasible,, nor really necessary at this stage, for

the.governments of the sub-region to create anything analagous. to a

civil service apparatus to run the Economic Community.- It is suggested

that-the East'African'countries nominate a group of four senior
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officials each to serve as secretary to one of the principal sections

of the7'work programme -of the 'Community.. '■ ■ ■•■

■ Section TI falls into- three parts. The first two parts'consist

of a series of studies on heavy and light industries. I' do not feel

that you. wi 1.1 wish tp examine these papers in detail, during the Confer

ence. ;V Together they'form a comprehensive.series of 'documents on almost

all" branches of'feasible East African industries. These documents;have

-'J been prepared during 'the''last year or so "by the Secretariat ;and* consul
tants, including'specialists' put at our disposal by some of tho bilateral

donor countries, to whom I would like to express our sincere .thanks.

You wili, '-however, .wish to examine in detail the papers in Part .3 on

Industrial"Financing and- Investment'Legislation, Industrial'Research,

Standardization, 'and in particular the document which, drawing_on"/the

■ individual studies, sets out'oh a comprehensive basis proposals fpf

integrated-"indus+riaP^development throughout the sub-region arid the "_bene-

"fits, 'direct'or indirect, which would accrue to all countries,' '.

■ ;''The scheme put forward for the■coordinated industrial development

of the 'sub-region implies increasing the level of GDP from a little

under 5§- billion US dollars in 196I to over 10 billion .in. 1975* ^Q
annual- growth rate-over the whole' period would' be 4^" percent, "and in fact

over 5 percent 'from 1964-1975- This Is not an unduly ambitious rate of

-gro'wth> ' Gross industrial output would' increase by" nearly" 3^ .Jb'iJXiqh
dollars'^ value added by. over 1.3 billion .dollars and employment from

550)000- to ■650,000vx- Investment "in" fixed capital required'is';'rather, more

than 3-J- billion dollars., For some industries" the optimum ' scale "of '"'tut-

put is very large and a limited number of plants, sometimes only one,

are'proposed, e.g.,' iron and. steel, fertilizers, viscose rayon and

" polyethylene'. ' "■ /_ *' '* *' ■'■■■_■ "■- ■■'■■• . / ,'

■ '- ' It is demonstrated' in. th'e'course of the papers that an integrated

pattern is essential not merely'in "'the, case of industries like "iron-and

steel, fertilizers and cviscos'e. "Large product groups, like' textiles,

clothing,- Pharmaceuticals and~'food products are characterized by an

immense range of end products,, .arid, no country in the sub-region ."by

itself could hope to produce yiably more than a part of.its requirements.

This handicap could be larger"in" the case of smaller countries and

somewhat smaller in the case of others, .

A further source of cooperation is to be found in the miscellanea

of current industrial imports,' 'which are often not even reported fully in

the statistics of the countries concerned. These items.are individually

small- in absolute volume, but"are numerous enough to "become a significant

source of industrialization if tackled on the sub-regional level.' A

paper on small industry brings^ out' the possibilities in this field..

Throughout,' proposals put forward'take into account.the advantages

of.. international specialisation, "on all products of an industry, or an

one or two major-products' within an industry. -A'deliberate attempt has

been made to show how industry1 or branches of industry;can. be shared,

throughout the sub-region to the benefit of all. These .'proposals are

not put-forward by the-:Secretariat in a spirit of.dogmatic assertion.

But it is hoped to show'y' perhaps indeed prove, that-each country wiil

grow faster on the basis of a scheme of this kind than it would if "it
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were to--plan- industrial' development on a striotly.h&tional basis';

At the same time provision is" made for the weaker countries, to

grow faster than the. rest so as. to . counteract the-tendencies ,to

inequality. - ■ ■ ■ •• ■ ■.".".!'.,.■'.. ,,■■•.■■:.-$-...■- ■■.' ' ' ■; '■"■ ■ '■''

•-. ;. .--At .present ■'Wa't.i.onal. development.. p.lansvp n 'Rast Africa have "been *

drawn ;up; independently,- If a ' comprehensive sub-regional industrial

development -scheme1 or the""kind suggested is. .accepted, national '' ■>■ \;/
de.velopment.'p.lanswiri-have'to'be adjusted accordingly-; •- ■ ;'

, ._ ,-The ...papers':-6n financing _a"re'' intended, to show-.first that.a- . .-

.much greater -effort -to' jxrovide; ''dome's'tic <finance - is ■ required and /-that

■this is. poss-i^le-.';: Secondly, it' -is shown'-'.that an immense amount..of ■.

external: finanf-e-'is'required particularly at the early stage's, of the?..
efforty-Furthermore/"if '-the' burden of indebtedness-;is. not to rise,;."
to., .impossible-;- levels, -the proportion of; grants to'loans will "have to

increase.. r.:;In -this-"-context" a'sub-regional approach to the creation

and expansion of export industries'is..required to match the' growing,
burden of indebtedness^ ■ " ' -."-■■ ■■ 'y~~'" '- -'-

,,.;:;■. A.;mar-ked- effort ■ will have to be made to; increase absorptiveI'■^..^
. capacity /of ^the. poorer countries ' and'thirav should- be' the- most "urgent--; ■
:SOf.1... of foreign aid. In particular.";this ='means /high' domestic .finance.'

and.Ja? .-revenues, .general' staV.ility, the creation'of' debt ".seryice .s,-:

capacity..and ;imprdvemeht'.of'.infrastructure, in particular: through.'. ":'■:
training of. manpov^er of all kinds.' " " ;■ = - ■ ; '■""■■• ■■"■■■'/■".■'.-'"'V:.'

^V# :i ■■■ ;/ . ;.: ■ ■ .. :■ - . - —■: ' ■ ■-,.--?■ ■■'•■>■
.•■■ :/■; °n'e,'Of-..the" papers discusses' the, important .problfe'm"of:-'attraclting ■

foreign development'finance and" recent improvements in this direction,
e.g., the^ World Eankr3 Convention for the Settlement of Investment

Deposits, the scheme .proposed by the .-OECD -.for.ia multi-iateral': guarantee
pf ±'qr;eigh investment against non-commer.cral. risks/- 'arid!Yt lie World' ■. '"

;:5^nk-,'-s; scheme bei-ng worked out.for. compensatory deyeiqpme'nt finance.-',,
■Th,e,. systems of. investment, guaranteec '.and investment c6des:- ar/e.-'alsb . '^..
discussed,.-; ■>The..suh-regj.ohaX -industria].' schemes proposed are'bound; '■)."■ ,
substantially, to."increase the( profitability.- of ■investment^ an^' ■ there--.'..'''

.-.t'PTp.:^^: attractiveness of investment. for foreign'finance.'" \:':'" '*' ■ ; ■:'.

Another paper recommends the"' establishment of three new .institutes
m the field of industrial research ■; ; :f.or-. food;: metals and' light- ■■ ■
engineering;-, arid fibres/'rubber, and .plastics; ' together. ;wiih t-he.;:'

; take-over, of, the existing Building Research,.■Institute-in Ethiopia. ' • ■'[■...
■and- the^EAIKO-and Materials Testing .and Research Laboratories'; in:" .-
Kenya," all to be;' administered and directed -.by -an: East African'Xouncil . ■
of industrial Research;dnd Development. . The United Nations Special
Fund.j^s likely =to assis't if requested in promoting such a scheme,-.
Associated with it as is examined in another paper might ;be" the, . .- : .
establishment of a. !W-Eegiona"l" Standards .Institute' or Association - . .
the _ malfunctions;, of which wpvild be to." coordinate- the-work; of the'- -
national-standards bodies, and:: carry.-out .studies-on'standardization.' ,■■'.-•■.
Such a sub-regional Instate-/would also' be ■ able Ho coordinate the' ' :'
work.of the.already existing'.'or planned,multi-national bodies, e/g.,'. " "
the Standards Association .of Central .Africa -;a*id -a .possible 'institu-te' ■:.
for Kenya,. Tanzania-. Shd ligarAan-; ... ■ .. ■ '...,,..' ,., ' ■ ■
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Before, leaving industry: one last point- should ,be;- made. If

multi-national^and' sub^regional industries are .to;-be;, set up at. all

it will be liiec&Vsaiy'," given, the wide ,'differences. .in industrial and.
commercial legislation," 'to negotiate a Convention for a common type
of East African Company. .-.,. , ..... . ..•:. ... - ■ . . ■......-....;■...

The"documents.',lisied under Section III of -the agenda are ;essen-

tially of a background character. T« the extent that you wish to

examine them during ;the Conference tniis could conveniently, be ;done ,

in the first Committe^/'pf ...the-Whole,,suggested. ■ ■■ -.;;■.. ■ .-./. ■.-:.:■;:

""■Work is" proceeding in ...the ..ECA.Secretariat- .on the different

topics covered by'.Section III Jof "the, agenda. If called Upon we ■•■■-:

shall be. 'in'a positi'bn,. in'the, course of next year, to contribute-,.:

"fco "^i- ^.rk':°? "tiie C6unc.'ii..'of. Ministers-.for ..Economic. Cooperation..in
East" Afri;6a 'and' its supporting '.committees.. . .. ■' ■'■''' ' ' ■ *'" *\ -..■

_, Ke.,.a.f,e- iPH^suing,,. ih:"^thG' light, of. the, .Conference-. held-,las;t;year/ :
in ■Aaais-Ababa.'pn' air', transport, .the/.possi"oidi.ty of-consolidating^the^
airlines in" East'.Africa^. .",. A. study, on .maritime transport, in.East Africa

is almost completed. ;As;.part.,pf a'.^ series, of studies ;on-inland trans-x
port links"amohg croups" of' African countries .being .carried-out.- largely
through groups of experts put at our disposal by some of the bilateral

donors, we hope by.the middle .of. next i year..; to,-, put, forward' substantial

proposals7fprEast:Africa.. .Work is continuing.on the; ITU/ECA Telecom-
munication:s"'Plan...." ^ ..' ' "r. ... ... , . ■ -.-.■■ ■,- ■■ ;-

gy:integrated"development .cannot', •' of course, :be based ■ =
on industry alone and (as indicated in B/CH.I4/LU/ECOP/6) a major

working paper on. the .prospects for .supply .-of and.demand-for food in
East Africa'wni";be,..prepared in'the course of/1966; ■■Agricu-liure.-:is ■ ■■ ■'
still the largest industry in the sub-region, employing two-thirds

of■ the populati.on,;and ^accounting for more.,than.;.4O percent of. GDS; ■■ ■ -
There is larg.^;^c'QJje ;,¥br impor-t sayings and for ^earning foreign-exchange
Food is required'"f.or .."'the growing, population; :and to match /rising incomes.
It should'^ ^"e.>erirernbered. that the- populatipn ..of East Africa is expected
to rise l^y some ^Vil.iipn in-. I9J5 compared with -19S-I:,. and .that indus
trialization' can;^royide employment- putle.ts. f.or. onlyi. a Traction of

this increase ....^Agricultural deyelppment is., also; required for indus
trial development.'"..S'ay'ings, are -no.t ^bsorbedr... on the contrary they
rise and contribute to the manufacturing process.. . . Finally, there
is substantial scope within the sub-region for agricultural speciali
zation. , ...... ... ■■ .. ■. ■ .■ .;■.■. " . ■"

We are ready, if required and -in; the;- light of decisions "taken -

to promote integrated agricultural,and Industrial development, to -
examine in detail a .possible code., of rules governing a Common Market
for East Africa .as a>whoie.. It would.;.comprise/proposals- for- interim
internal and external duties and ultimate ■ common'' external-duties and
related problems,..;„. We are also ,ready if ...required .to iwork oh-problems
of monetary and fiscal cooperation in East Africa including tho- ■'■'
development of a common investment code.
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Energy- is" another/field'where; there is ' scope for, integrated

development'in East Africa. ""'A pap'er has/; already!"been..prepared on
petroleum-'and we are; working";on;;problenis':of ^lecific : energy..

Manpower and training is^ another field where there is much -fco • ' '
be done and nruch to be gained'' from cooperation. We have ■ circulated-.;*

two .badkgrdund''papers|'an^;are re^^-'fo'continue . our'.'work/'.j'. .'/ ' . ''",'.■

Apart-Vfrom'-.w-brk •stil:i"1H6':-'be'od6h-ei'"al0ii^*tKe lines. I/Have' indicated"
much more_is Required if the" proposals "for' ''industrial development

before this conference are to be translated into reality.. .The. -studies
we have ma<fe''-We-'&sse^i£^ ' .

steps are sp^eifd-b ^SiiudiW^ori 'economic''and; technical'feasibility;, ' -
engineerMg--^tud!i:es^':anti-"fl'n^icingt.v Much 'of the "work'..fa...)}©1- done' is -V
beyond ^he^present'^s^ African.
countries and of the ECA Secretariat.1 ■" 'What vwe: can dp, however, 'is '"
to seek the assistance of the United .Nations.. Special' Fund, .the . ..-

International- DWeitfpnie&t 'AssocTL.atibn arid'-ofher' international financing
agencies,;--as; Weai'-as''bilat'erali:^bnors-. ■ We' are;-ready '^o ! work 'with ''.';*•■
individual ^ovternmehts^a-nd-espe'ciaily :with; whatever, new'inters. '.'"""-■. ".1 " ■. '
governmental-'. :maGhinrery'fmky:be established, ' in working out rapidly = . . '.''..
a detailed:ahd~ cbn6retre plan' of abtrbn. '" ■>:>J-'1---' '- ■ ' "L"_ '""'*',.'.''",.'_ I [

Before.-y«ou;: cl;6se'-your deliberatioris';h^re,;i:- should . like.: tp'.'ask-,'"' ". '•
you .--to- se-t.'out^ in' :fairly precise "ierm's the Assistance ""of ail-icinds"'.'."'.';
that you would like .the ECA to provide or procure from other''source's^'' "'
on behalf of the now Organization for East African Cooperation whiph'•
I hopev-you are-gbing t6 esta-tfiistu ;"'::^ ;'- v-:; J-!-"".- ".' '■''■ '■ ■'' ■■ ■•'■■ •'"•'['". _

■ !■•■■ ■ ■ .■ i -\^;vy^\ ■;.. \ :. r ."-f'-.X:- ■■ ■ : . " : ■ : C. ■ :":.: ■' '■ ' '•;?.■"<'•- '■■■:■■
-~ ■- '■ \ ■■ -■ *' ■■" \ ■' ' '. ■" 1~" ' . ■ ...

Finally, 'il ^t&inKi-it-is'^neces^ary 'to-pin-pbint certain''facis 'AnV.''"!
connection->^th;t-He.,>*asks/;<-wiiich' wc'rare atoufjto 'set burselve's .:."'.:". " '."'

1) Nei.ttier: tH-Gi~Un'-ited-Na'ti:dnsV;-"its; Spdpi-alizid■Agencies, nor
::s,;:;-tho :EGA-^Ebalii-•"'be ;ragardetf as ■ a' subs'tituife 'for ' coionial '..
■.: ■ --gdvernm-e.n.ts'^ha- to be' blarried'-for -lack; of■'progre'ss in .newly

:■ "rinde.perident/s'tatesV- One-fact about independence Vis''that .
-:-.:...thter.e: Ts.-.no on^-to bl£une--e!xbepf the- "government in power". '

The ijJnfrfred^Natibhs arid-- other' internatiohal agencies' '" ;. '. '.
■ apprfici-.acte.'-.th'e.-.formid^abie-" challenge^'to riewly' indbpendent- \ J
■.e,tate,e;.-and-. stand rdady-'-to'help, -but heave:ri; helps those" '.'
who.'vhel.p;..themselvesv-;:-" ■■■'-■, '. ■'>'■*•>■*'*' ■■'-■■'■ '■ ■'■-'

2) International economic cooperation is no subsitute for
national effort. In other words, the responsibility

re:e.t.s:i,i7iih'individual""-countries-to' take- initiatives :
for.,.economic a-d^an-be^entV'- When'objectives and specific' ' :.

■ projec.tsi'-havG.-beGJi:"d-e'fined':iliese carr'be 6oordinated'"with - "
,those;of :pa3?.ticipating:-countries in 4-coopGrative" effort.'"'

/.We are :here:,to:.-harmbriiaG''interests and to ■dbtermirie'..a.' . ■'.'"'".".
■-.■■programme wh-drch -will^a.tisfy::the:;rieeds of ■a

countries.-*.::.1 -■■.-'■•:. i.i: .v..J:■:.';/. j^-C. :•.:. :■-..■;;"'■:
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3) It is possible to gain i:nj?.ediate advantages "by maintaining
links with more advanced non-Mrican economies. Individual

countries nsed to earn foreign exchange to finance their

economic development "but have to strike a balance "between

indefinite dependence am. a Tirop^amme of investment which

will "bring about "basic structural changes. Difficulties

encountered by the sponsors of the Latin American Free

Trade Area should be a warning to us, Me::ico, for example,

finds it immediately more profitable to do more business

w? th the United States fian Trith her Latin American

neighbours, For rsomo ti:no production and transport costs

may make it difficult to justify the institution of industries

in Africa to compete "with the more advanced countries. I

would like to plead \<ibh tliis egg ting not to waste time

discussing the association c:: cc.t.o African countries with

the Common Market or the imperial preference system.

A pragmatic approach to such problems will be more rewarding.

From the results of oar deliberations if concrete develop

ments emerge, we will then be in a position to negotiate
difficulties,

4) The documents submitted to this conference will be of
considerable interest to foreign industrial concerns who

may be tempted to induce individual countries to insist

on the realization of their immediate parochial interests.

The integration of the motov industry ix) -Latin America,

for instance, is nov "bein.g; cr.nosn;; 1-y foreign corporations

vho have production cr assembly facilities and guaranteed

local markets. It has beon estimated that there is room
for only one or two oar factories to serve the whole of
^atin America butj at present, there are forty plants

fwned by a doson or mere foreign companies operating in
six countries. All of them are of course operating below

capacity.. T'ii.is can happen to <\f ^l r.=!.n -nouatries in , ■

practically all the major developments which this conference
will discuss*

5) Tho.^e are technical difficulties which can be overcome.
Manpower shortages may n:^:e it difficult for us to come
to gaps v.Ub +>« roalii.Los of tho s-,.-; t\:ation. Then there
is th question of finance I ha.\o already mentioned
the d:vficulty which may arif_;e f:ro^ foreign interests, but
I feel that the hardest problem vill be concerned with our
effort*! to overcome nati on?.1 ~^^ : -»d'"-vidua1 selfishness.




